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Only she and Jiao Yuchun knew that the acupuncture method was what
Haoden Ye had told Jiao Yuchun.

“I don’t know what he’s feeling right now!”In all fairness, if his credit was taken
away by someone else, Lin Xiang would be psychologically uncomfortable,
Lin Xiang thought to himself at this moment.

However, at this time Haoden Ye’s face was very calm, even happy that Jiao
Yuchun had received praise, and seeing that Ye Chen’s expression did not
seem fake, Lin Xiang could not help but feel a surge of respect in his heart.

“Host, I’ll count this one as a win for Dr. Jiao!”The audience was immediately
noisy.

Lin Feng swept his gaze over those who were shouting, his eyes were cold
and his heart was even angrier.

Yet when he thought of the second one, he just smirked.

Scene 2, Dispensing!

That was his strong point, having received countless medicinal herbs since
childhood, he was very knowledgeable about the medicinal properties of
various precious herbs.

Many of the herbs were only available to the old professor!

You know, the price of precious herbs is too high, if not old professors, who
would be willing to give young doctors to try, so young doctors do not
understand the medicinal properties of expensive herbs.



And he had an advantage over Jiao Yuchun in that regard!

The old gentleman thanked us for the calendar, and the host called the
second session to order.

There were six patients in the second trial, all of whom had migraine
headaches in the clear.

The only treatment for this disease is painkillers in Western medicine, and
acupuncture can naturally be used to treat it, but the second round doesn’t
intend to use this method.

Soon, six migraine sufferers with the same condition took the stage.

“Please write out your formulas after your diagnosis!”The host to several
people.

All eyes turned to Jiao Yuchun, expecting him to surprise the crowd again.

Lin Feng’s gaze also swept over Jiao Yuchun, a cold smile on his lips.

But then Jiao Yuchun walked around to the patient and made a basic
diagnosis.

All patients are the same, so diagnosis is not difficult.

Making a diagnosis, Jiao Yuchun walked up to Haoden Ye and whispered,
“Mr. Ye, it’s all just an ordinary migraine, any prescription will stop the pain!”

Frowning slightly, Haoden Ye gently shook his head, “If it’s just pain relief, I’m
afraid all the doctors have a prescription!”



“What!And you want a complete cure for this disease?”Jiao Yuchun rolled a
white eye.

“What’s wrong?Dr. Jiao seems to have been consulting with your assistant ah,
can’t you even cure a migraine?”When Lin Feng saw Jiao Yuchun consulting
Haoden Ye, he smiled slightly.

His words drew everyone’s attention, at first no one noticed Haoden Ye at all,
they thought that Jiao Yuchun had asked him to write a prescription!

“Haha, what a joke, how can Dr. Jiao consult a tiny assistant!”

“That’s right, Dr. Jiao is Professor Hua’s disciple, how many other Chinese
medicine practitioners in China besides Professor Li can compare to
Professor Hua?Even if Dr. Jiao is consulting, he should consult Professor
Hua!”

There was laughter under the stage and not a single person took Lin Feng’s
words seriously.

“What a bunch of idiots, the one who’s really good is that assistant of Jiao
Yuchun’s!”Lin Feng mentally snickered.

But at this time, Jiao Yuchun laughed, “Doctor Lin is too good at joking, I just
feel that the formula for treating migraines is too simple, I don’t even want to
get my hands dirty, I’d rather have my assistant do it!”

Hearing his words, Lin Feng looked embarrassed while everyone on stage
stared at him.

Dr. Jiao even let his assistant do it, is this humiliating Dr. Lin?Everyone in the
audience laughed!



Lin Feng’s face became very embarrassed, he endured his anger and didn’t
look at Haoden Ye, his eyes betting on the patient heart, “I’ll make you look
good later!”

After the diagnosis, Lin Feng quickly walked to his spot and started writing the
formula.

Soon everyone else’s formulas were written and the facilitator collected them
one by one and began to read them.

He seemed to be very sensitive to the current situation, so he read the
formulas of a few others first.

Their formulas are all medium and mediocre, just for pain relief.

But these formulas are subtle enough for the people on stage.

After all, compared to medicinal herb experts of Haoden Ye and Lin Feng’s
stature, their formulas were already able to cause repercussions in the TCM
world.

Soon, the host took out Lin Feng’s formula and began to read it out.

Lin Feng’s eyes narrowed slightly when he saw the host’s actions.

He was supposed to be the one who closed the show!

Furious in his heart, Lin Feng had a sneer on his lips, he had already thought
about how he would deal with this host in the future when he won.

The host began to read out Lin Feng’s formula, “This formula can completely
treat migraine headaches and ensure that patients have no chance of
relapse!”



Everyone in the audience made surprised noises when they heard this!

It’s nearly impossible to completely treat a migraine headache.

You know, migraines have a high recurrence rate because a person’s overall
physical condition gets worse, and unless the person is brought back to good
health all at once, the migraines will come back!

What exactly is Lin Feng’s method?

Every time a herb was read, the audience couldn’t help but let out a gasp!

Without thinking, Lin Feng’s recipe was indeed very subtle, and what was
even more surprising was that every single one of his herbs was very
precious!

The many clever combinations targeting the herbs were even more admired
by those professors on stage.

Even with their experience using these valuable herbs, they couldn’t be so
familiar with the medicinal properties of each and every one of them and work
with them!

It seems that Lin Feng, the lofty younger brother, really is familiar with the
medicinal properties of each and every herb!

Professor Hua slowly shook his head and whispered with a sigh, “Hey, any
one of these precious herbs can prolong life, and after matching according to
the medicinal properties, it can indeed completely treat migraines!”

The other professors also nodded, and Professor Li smirked in his heart, but
said as if jokingly, “Is this an admission of defeat by Professor Hua?Just now
your apprentice was promising to win against Power Gyneng using only his
assistant!”



Hearing this, the other professors laughed and shook their heads, in their
opinion, what Jiao Yuchun had just said was a disguised admission of defeat!

Isn’t it better to have your assistant on it just to look good losing?

Soon, the host finished reading Lin Feng’s recipe and took out Haoden Ye’s
recipe.

Everyone held their breath, expecting this assistant of Jiao Yuchun’s to give
the crowd a surprise.

What they didn’t expect, however, was that the hosts just took a look at the
formula and their faces turned ugly.

“Outrageous, this whole thing is an insult to this competition!”The presenter
left the formula on the ground and raged, “The herbs in this formula are
completely unrelated, and even have many properties that are mutually
exclusive!And the recipe even says in it to use the ancient alchemy local
method to refine the herbs, it’s just ridiculous!”
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“What?Alchemy?You’re killing me with jokes like that!”

“Dr. Jiao, you’re crazy as an assistant, everyone knows ancient alchemy is a
lie!”

“This man is an insult to modern science and to Chinese medicine!Tell him to
get off the stage!”

There was a ruckus offstage, and a few professors on stage looked like they
were crying and laughing.



“Professor Hua, your apprentice is not bad, but he doesn’t choose his
assistants very well.”Professor Lee laughed, turning his head to Professor
Hua and teasing him.

The other professors also looked like they were laughing and crying, and
Professor Zhang, who was on good terms with Professor Hua, shook his head
and laughed bitterly, “Professor Hua, let’s call this match a draw, I don’t think
Xiaochun can prescribe so many expensive herbs!”

Lin Feng’s heart went even crazier and he wanted to laugh, but he kept
pretending to be a gentleman and his face was red.

In the audience, only Jiao Yuchun Haoden Ye and three others didn’t have
smiles on their faces.

Jiao Yuchun looked embarrassed and looked at Haoden Ye with a bitter smile,
at this time he didn’t know how to explain to the crowd.

He was aware that Haoden Ye did know how to refine pills, and the Jade Dew
Pill was a proof of that.

However, he couldn’t prove this to anyone, as the pills after alchemy were
very similar to the current pills.

Amidst the laughter of the crowd, Haoden Ye said to the host, “Mr. Host, can
you give me a small fireplace!”

The host, who was already very angry, snorted at the news, “Sorry, we don’t
have such feudal superstitions here!”

“That’s fine, I don’t need a furnace, you can give me an alcohol stove and a
luxuriant, and the herbs I mentioned above are always fine!”Haoden Ye’s face
was calm.



“Are you going to refine it from this podium?”The host sneered and looked at
Haoden Ye with a disdainful face.

“Host, people have said they’re going to refine the pills, so let’s see them!”Lin
Feng smiled at the host.

The crowd below the stage let out a laughing sound, every single person’s
eyes looking at Haoden Ye ridiculously.

The hosts seemed to find it very funny and watched it as a funny show.

“Give this gentleman a luxuriant, plus the herbs he needs!”The host smiled at
an assistant.

Soon, the herbs Haoden Ye needed, an alcohol lamp, and a Milky Way were
all carried up.

“Dr. Yeh, will it work or not,”

He had seen Haoden Ye refine pills with a furnace, but had never thought that
he could refine pills with a luxuriant hue.

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye gave him a reassuring look, then said to Lin
Xiang, “You’ll be my assistant!”

“Boss, it’s fine if you can’t, I thought the alchemy technique you taught me
said that alchemy can only be done inside the furnace, and the temperature of
the alcohol lamp is simply not high enough!”Lin Xiang frowned.

“That’s you beginners,” Haoden Ye smiled at Lin Xiang, “A master alchemist
can use any tool to make pills!”



“As for the temperature, you don’t have to worry, this temperature is enough to
refine this medicine!”

Still skeptical, Lin Yao nodded his head gently.

Igniting the alcohol lamp, Haoden Ye began to add herbs to the luxuriant
vegetation.

Everyone’s eyes gazed at Haoden Ye, waiting to see his joke.

“This herb needs to be ground up in your hands to add to the gummi!”Haoden
Ye shook his head when he saw that Lin Xiang was directly adding herbs to it.

“Grind it up by hand?”Lin Xiang looked at Haoden Ye in surprise, there was
still this rule without first arriving at the alchemy.

“Well, it’s good for the full absorption of the herbs, and the alkalinity in the
sweat can also fully break down the herbs!”With a slight smile, Haoden Ye
said.

The people in the audience frowned when they saw Lin Xiang rubbing the
herbs in his hands.

“You aren’t going to need another grinder!”The presenter frowned, “Is this
hygienic to feed the patient?”

There was laughter again, and on stage Professor Hua frowned.

If he didn’t know what Haoden Ye was like, he would have kicked these two
out!

Soon, the herbs were ground up and cheng was adding them to the gut.



The flames of the alcohol lamp flickered, and gusts of herbal scent wafted
from it.

“How strange, these ordinary herbs actually smell fragrant!”

“Yeah, the smell, it’s soothing!”

Offstage, someone let out an exclamation.

Lin Feng smelled it and frowned, the smell in this luxuriant hue was actually
the smell of those precious herbs!

Even the host, who had always had a problem with Haoden Ye, couldn’t help
but reveal a surprised look at the herbs inside the luxuriant vegetation.

“I’m sorry, can you stay away, your destiny is water, it’s not good for the herbs
inside!”Haoden Ye suddenly told the host.

“Huh?Fate is water?”Of course, the host knows that his destiny is water,
Chinese medicine more or less learn a little gossip knowledge, but he does
not believe that this is related to the alchemy.

“This doctor, are you kidding me?”The host and Milky Way pulled away, but
looked at Haoden Ye with an amused face.

People who had been surprised that Haoden Ye’s concocted herbs had
rushed to their surprise were also sneering!

What era is this, and you’re still talking about this, you really think you’re
making immortal pills!

“I’m not joking, haven’t you ever thought that destiny has something to do with
your constitution?Everyone has a different constitution, a different balance of



chemicals in the body, and even the composition of the exhaled gas is
different, all of which affect the medicinal properties!”

Haoden Ye didn’t have any anger, instead he smiled and explained.

On and off the stage, everyone listened to his words with amazement.

Some people even begin to wonder if their previous beliefs were all wrong.

“Haha, a lot of superstitions nowadays have learned to fool people with
modern knowledge, Sven scum, say those people!”

Suddenly Lin Feng’s voice rang out and many people nodded their heads at
his words.

“It’s superstition to bring up modern science, and alchemy is a lie!”This
perception is so ingrained that it simply cannot be changed.

Without any explanation, Haoden Ye continued to refine the pills, and five
minutes later, the aroma gradually became stronger, and everyone in the
room felt energized when they smelled it.

“This smell is just too good to be true, what the hell is going on!”

“Yeah, I feel like my headache has lessened a lot just from smelling this!”

On the stage, several patients crossed their fingers.

Seeing that it was the beginning of a change, Lin Feng’s eyes narrowed.

A glance to the stage, he gave Professor Li a wink, Professor Li conference,
suddenly slammed the table and stood up, angry face: “Outrageous, this
superstition is still believed, I’ll call the police!”



Professor Xu also stood up and said angrily, “Doctors, we are all leaders in the
field of Chinese medicine, if we allow this kind of thing to happen under our
noses, won’t it be laughed at if word gets out?”
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“Professor Xu, Professor Li, aren’t you guys too excited, Chinese medicine
should keep an open mind to this, although a lot of history shows that alchemy
is a superstition, but isn’t this also a way to pass on Chinese medicine?”

At this point, Prof. Wahl stood up and then made his point.

“Professor Hua, you can believe such scum words?”

Professor Li sneered and looked at Professor Hua with a despicable look in
his eyes: “Few people believe in TCM nowadays, how many people still
believe in our TCM if we let this group of people continue to do nonsense?I
will not allow this to happen on my watch!”

“Yes, we won’t allow it!”

At this time, when they heard Professor Li’s words, someone off stage
suddenly roared, these were the people Professor Li had arranged to create
momentum for Lin Feng.

Getting a hint from Lin Feng’s eyes, they immediately began to incite the
emotions of many doctors on stage.

“Professor Hua, you are highly respected, but your apprentice has gone too
far, many parts of our TCM heritage make people unable to understand, some
people use this to spread feudal superstitions, this is corrupting TCM!”

However, there were still people who wanted to see if Haoden Ye’s alchemy
was real or not, so they also helped or spoke.



Soon there was an uproar offstage!

“Let’s not allow this to happen!”

Suddenly, someone offstage shouted and rushed up to the podium.

Then came a second and a third, and many more rushed to the podium.

“Stop them!”Seeing this, Haoden Ye mentally worried, if they were to kick over
their pill furnace, all the efforts just now would be wasted.

There was no hesitation now, and he turned around to block those people.

“Everyone calm down, this is a TCM competition, please don’t use
violence!”The host panicked too!

At this time the stage has rushed up two people, Haoden Ye quickly persuade,
but which people listen, they are all received Lin Feng instructed up.

Helplessly, Haoden Ye could only make a move!

With a punch to that man’s chest, Haoden Ye knocked that man right off the
stage.

“He even lord!It’s so rampant, is this still a doctor?”Immediately someone was
furious.

More people rushed onto the podium and pounced on Haoden Ye.

Seeing this scene, Lin Feng had a smirk on his lips.



“Hmph, you’re not even close to fighting me, I’ll discredit you today!”A smug
smile flashed as Lin Feng revealed a look of righteous indignation, “Hurry up
and call the police, Dr. Jiao’s assistant has done it!”

Several of the professors in the audience were also making a lot of noise and
began to make accusations, unable to stop the current mess.

The reporters, on the other hand, came to be interested and rushed to take
these precious pictures.

Their cameras are mainly focused on Haoden Ye, because that’s where the
best part is.

“I can’t believe there’s a doctor inside who knows martial arts, haha, it’s so
exciting, it’s like making a movie!”

“Looking at the segment, it should be at least at the level of a Grandmaster,
putting down four people at once!”

The journalists were so enthused photographers that they added photographic
effects for effect.

On the stage, Haoden Ye’s figure flashed, and under the fists and kicks, none
of them could last more than three seconds.

Those people also seemed to notice that they couldn’t break through Haoden
Ye’s defense and turned to jump on Jiao Yuchun and Lin Xiang.

Immediately seven or eight people rushed over to Jiao Yuchun’s side, seeing
this, Jiao Yuchun panicked, his figure retreating incessantly.

The gang had sneers on their faces, Haoden Ye could fight them
unexpectedly, Jiao Yuchun could not know martial arts.



Soon, they reached the pill furnace and one man lifted his foot over to it.

At that moment, however, the man’s ears breezed, and before he could react,
a leg flashed in front of his eyes and the man fell to the ground in blackness.

It was a sight that startled a lot of people around!

This girl knows martial arts!

The most surprised were of course the host and Jiao Yuchun, who were
closest and could see most clearly.

“Little cheer, you know…you know martial arts?”Jiao Yuchun was stunned.

Lin Xiang didn’t say anything, her petite body flashed and moved like a dance,
while around her, a scream rang out.

What was most unbelievable was that obviously her movements could be
seen with the naked eye, but her figure was like a flash of light, constantly
appearing in all directions of the fireplace.

“Quickly!Camera on that girl!”A reporter spotted the scene and quickly asked
the cameraman to shoot in a different direction.

“The girl has a nice body, she’s average looking, but why do you enjoy
watching her hit people so much?”Someone couldn’t help but let out an
exclamation.

Although Lin Xiang was striking, his movements were so graceful that they
were like dancing.

“Arashi Dance!”



At this time, the only person on the stage who was scared of Lin Xiang’s
martial arts rush was Lin Feng, because he recognized Lin Xiang’s moves!

That’s a self-defense martial art only the Lin family can learn, Arashi Dance!

It’s said to have been pioneered by one of the Lin family’s predecessors, with
graceful movements, but vicious strokes and flickering shadows!

“This girl is a member of our Lin family, and she’s a direct
descendant!”Gulping down saliva, Lin Feng panicked.

He would brag that he was a member of the Lin family, but in reality, he was
just a sidekick.

And the people who really control the Lin family’s resources are the Lin
family’s direct descendants, who, though equally wealthy, will never enter the
center of power!

Therefore, facing the true firstborn, Lin Feng drove fear from deep within.

Of course, there are sidekicks who learn the Arashi Dance, but these act as
mere statements.

The Lin family’s proud heritage is mainly due to this strict family system.

“Who the hell is this man, and we in the Lin family protect him too!”Lin Feng
was confused.

At this moment, a voice sounded and all eyes bet on the pill furnace.

But I saw a white smoke gently floating up inside the fireplace, as if it was
alive, condensing and not dissipating!



“The medicine is done!”Haoden Ye suddenly shouted, stopping the people on
and off the stage.

Everyone is quiet, and those who are scheming know that it’s too late to stop
them.

Amidst everyone’s eyes, Haoden Ye slowly walked towards the fireplace and
took out a pill from it.

The whole body is crystal green, like emerald beads, very beautiful!

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye gave the pills a glance to the crowd, then
walked towards one of the patients.

Several patients were a little afraid when they saw the turquoise pills.

“Outrageous, I refuse to allow my patients to take this potion, who knows if it
has any poison in it!”Professor Lee stood up suddenly, angry.

“I trust this doctor’s alchemy, and I’m responsible for anything that goes
wrong!”Professor Hua also knew that this was the last moment, and his face
was appraising.

On and off the stage, everyone looked hesitant and the host was in a difficult
position.
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“It’s better to let the patient choose!”At this time, suddenly a reporter.

The host was so happy that he quickly said, “Well, let our patients choose to
eat it or not!”



Haoden Ye handed the pills to a patient and said, “Feel free to eat it or not,
this is a chance for you to be completely cured of your migraines!”

All the patients looked at the pills and wanted to take them but were afraid of
the danger.

Thinking about the days of being tortured by migraines, they all looked hard!

This insignificant disease has killed many people!

“Let me do it!”At this time, a sturdy, straight-looking man walked over and
snatched Haoden Ye’s medicine and put it into his mouth.

All eyes head bet on him, eyes tense.

But the man took the drug and frowned slightly, “It doesn’t feel like it’s having
any effect.”

Boom!There was a roar of voices on and off the stage, and the accusations
grew louder.

The nervous looking Professor Li and Professor Xu looked at each other and
simultaneously relaxed.

“It’s just too… “Professor Li immediately wanted to curse Haoden Ye angrily.

However, at this moment, that patient suddenly shook all over, a look of
surprise on his face.

“So…so Shufu!”Comfortable voices sounded inside the hall, as if people who
had been in jail all their lives were suddenly free.



Soon, the man’s eyes gradually moistened and he looked excited, “Good
Shufu, really good Shufu, no pain at all!”

Bobbing his head vigorously, the man looked surprised.

Again, all of them uttered exclamations as the man seemed to look much
better in their sight.

“How strange, the man is still the same man, why does it feel like he’s
suddenly changed!”

“Really, is there really such a medical art as alchemy?”

Many people let out exclamations, while the man had already grabbed
Haoden Ye’s hand and knelt right down, “This doctor, thank you, thank you so
much!My migraines are finally gone!”

The other patients also gave Haoden Ye a prayerful look, “This doctor, give us
a pill too, I’ll pay 50,000 for it!”

“I’ll give you a hundred thousand!”Another patient spoke loudly.

“I’ll pay $300,000 for just one to keep me from getting a headache all day, I’m
already dying of pain!”

The indignation inside the hall gradually became heated, and those doctors
also showed a prayerful look to Haoden Ye.

One could imagine how lucrative it would be to learn how to refine such pills!

You know, an ordinary man would rather spend all his possessions on a
migraine treatment, let alone a rich one!



“Oh, since it’s a competition, I can certainly make a pill for all of you, but after
the competition it will be a bit difficult, I have other things to do!”Haoden Ye
smiled slightly.

This kind of pill could only be made by someone at his level, Lin Xiang could
barely make one, but it would take a day, and it would only be one-fifth as
effective as the one he made.

Several patients were overjoyed to hear it.

And just at this time, a voice from offstage suddenly sounded out, “Professor
Hua, does your disciple know of this alchemy method that you can teach
us?I’ll pay five million for it!”

Many of the TCM scholars in the audience came from good families, many of
them multi-millionaires, and studied TCM simply because of their love for it.

“I’ll give you six million, cash deal!”As soon as that person finished speaking,
someone else immediately followed.

“I’ll pay seven million…”

The shouting of prices was so loud that the hosts were stunned.

Not only him, Haoden Ye and Jiao Yuchun and the others were also
dumbfounded.

“Ahem, gentlemen, we’re not at an auction, this is a competition!”The
moderator immediately began to emphasize.

“Ten million, I’ll have my assistant come over right away to transfer the
money!”The people in the audience simply ignored him and continued to
shout loudly.



“Fifteen million, and I’ll give you ten percent of the profits as a
percentage!”Someone raised their voice.

Fifteen million, with a ten percent commission, that’s a lot of money, and now
the host can’t say anything.

If he had, I’m afraid he would have nodded his head long ago.

One by one, those professors on the stage also looked surprised, Professor
Hua smiled bitterly, Professor Li and Professor Xu looked very embarrassed.

It was supposed to suppress Professor Hua this time, but it was unexpected
that Haoden Ye had made such a big splash that Lin Feng completely lost
face at all.

However, Lin Feng could only grit his teeth and watch, ever since he knew
that Lin Xiang was a member of the Lin family’s first family, he didn’t dare to
provoke Haoden Ye.

Yet to embarrass Jiao Yuchun, he could still do it, but there was no chance
now.

“Thirty million, twenty percent of the profit!”The competition had been fierce
offstage, yet the last bid still silenced everyone.

At $30 million and a 20 percent profit, that’s a price no one can afford to pay.

You know, this migraine drug, once produced, could immediately monopolize
the herbal market, so they felt it was still very worthwhile.

“Doctor Ye, thirty million ah, or you can agree to it, it’s good for the patients if
this drug is produced anyway!”Jiao Yuchun couldn’t even help but be
impressed.



Even Lin Xiang nodded and said, “Yes, with 30 million, you’ll be able to open
bigger medicine stores and buy more herbs!”

Everyone’s eyes were betting on Haoden Ye, yet they didn’t see any greed for
money on his face.

“Guys, I don’t want to sell this herb, but I can teach you all the refining method
and recipe for this herb!”Haoden Ye smiled slightly.

Everyone turned pale at the words.

Don’t even want the price of 30 million for the chance to monopolize this kind
of herb, he actually wants to publish the formula of this kind of herb directly.

How is this possible!

“This doctor, you’re not kidding, you should know the value of this herb!”The
host stared, incredulous.

The people in the audience showed incredulous looks too!

Professor Hua was also very surprised at first, but he soon showed a look of
understanding.

Haoden Ye practiced medicine, never for money, and he even waived many
doctors’ fees.

The one who understood Haoden Ye the most was not Professor Hua, instead
it was Lin Xiang, who had understood Haoden Ye’s mind just as he said that
sentence.

“Listen up everyone, the method of refining this herb is…”



Haoden Ye didn’t have any nonsense, he directly started to say the method of
refining the medicinal materials, the whole hall was quiet, everyone stopped
Haoden Ye’s words.

Someone with a heart has pulled out their phone and started recording!

As Haoden Ye told the story, everyone began to believe that there really was
alchemy in this world!

Soon, Haoden Ye finished his narration, and there was silence on stage.

“This Doctor Ye not only has medical skills but also medical ethics, further
proving that alchemy is not all lies!”Professor Wahl stood up to the crowd.
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Everyone nodded, and even Professor Xu couldn’t help but look approving.

“Yes, today is an intergenerational day for Chinese medicine, and this Doctor
Ye has convinced us that alchemy isn’t on the hot side!”Professor Zhang also
stood up.

In the audience, only Professor Li and Lin Feng looked embarrassed.

Especially Lin Feng, he didn’t believe that Haoden Ye really knew alchemy.

“It’s all our Lin family’s alchemy, it’s all his work!”Lin Feng clenched his fist.

The one he was talking about was an open secret of the Lin family.

No one outside of the Lin family knew of this man’s existence!



To a large extent, the Lin family was able to exist today all because of this
man’s help.

However, on certain matters the head of the Lin family had disagreed with
him, so the man was placed under house arrest!

It was said that no one knew exactly where this man was, yet his legend had
been heard by almost every member of the forest family.

Astronomy, geography, gossip, astrology, divination, this man is good at
everything!

“He’s that man’s apprentice, that’s why he’s around Arashi Dance!”Lin Feng
merely clenched his fist: “I’m the most talented member of the Lin family’s
young generation, and the one most qualified to be his disciple is me!”

“Now, are we ready for the third match!”With a slight smile, Haoden Ye told the
host.

The host was still inside the $30 million and only came back to his senses
when he heard his words.

Yet everyone on and off the stage had one question: does the third race need
to be compared?

Jiao Yuchun’s team had already won the first two games, how could anyone
turn the tables in the third?

However, seeing the serious light in Haoden Ye’s eyes, the host could only
give a bitter laugh, “Now the third contest begins, the method of
competition…”

The third game is Integrative Therapy!



There will be six patients on the stage, each with different symptoms, but all
with similar difficulty in treating their symptoms.

Each team draws straws to select a certain number of patients to be treated,
and success is judged by the results and methods of treatment.

After hearing all the introductions from the hosts, Lin Feng raised his head
and smiled wryly at Professor Li.

In this match, they’re not just going to win, they’re going to make Professor
Wahl lose his reputation!

This match had started out as a chance for him to completely crush Jiao
Yuchun, and now it was his chance to turn the tables!

Hey, hey, I’ll stop laughing later.

Seeing the smile on Haoden Ye’s face, Lin Feng was mentally vicious.

Soon, the third game began and each team went over to draw straws.

Patients who were drawn had excited smiles on their faces, which meant they
could get free treatment.

Jiao Yuchun’s team drew a patient with heart failure, a condition that was
difficult, but a piece of cake for Xuan Jiuzhen.

“Dr. Ye, let me take care of this patient and make a name for myself,
haha!”Jiao Yuchun reached Haoden Ye and whispered.

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye shook his head with a bitter smile, this patient
even with Jiao Yuchun’s medical skills, as long as he had the Xuanjiu needle,
it wouldn’t be a problem.



“Okay, but be careful, heart failure isn’t a big deal, but it’s still a lot to
treat!”Haoden Ye smiled slightly.

With a confident smile, Jiao Yuchun walked up to the patient and began
sticking needles into him.

Meanwhile, everyone on and off the stage watched Jiao Yuchun’s every move
carefully.

Meanwhile, many people rushed to regret because Haoden Ye was not able to
attend the treatment.

It was now very clear to everyone that Jiao Yuchun, the assistant, seemed to
be even more powerful than he himself ah.

In less than thirty minutes, Jiao Yuchun had finished her treatment and walked
up to the host with a smile on her face.

And at this time, other doctors were treating.

Thinking that any treatment can be used, some people opt for the more
complicated approach, which can take over an hour.

At this time, Lin Feng was still boiling the herbs he had configured with the
expensive herbs, and the time needed to boil the herbs could take longer than
a normal acupuncture treatment.

“Oh, our Dr. Jiao has completed his treatment, now we’ll ask our experts to
rate his treatment!”

A few of the handlers stood up at the news, and in their eyes, Jiao Yuchun’s
treatment had been considered a success.



Professor Wahl stood up first and walked over to the patient.

However, at this moment, the patient’s brow suddenly furrowed and a pained
look appeared on his face.

“Ah!”The patient screamed and fell to the floor.

Everyone was pale and stunned to see the patient.

“What’s going on!”Jiao Yuchun was also dumbfounded and rushed to the
patient to test his pulse.

“What’s going on!”Haoden Ye also ran over quickly.

“No, I’m using the Xuanjiu needle for treatment, so this will happen!”

After testing the other’s pulse, Jiao Yuchun paled.

By this time the patient’s pulse was so weak that he was almost considered
dying.

“What the hell is going on, Dr. Jiao, what the hell are you doing to your
patient!”At this point Professor Lee occupied himself with an angry face.

“Professor Li don’t panic, Dr. Jiao is using new acupuncture methods, perhaps
there are many areas he is not fully familiar with!”Professor Wahl was quick to
explain.

“Is that the Genjiu needle you were talking about?I already told you this stuff is
a lie!Your method of acupuncture just doesn’t work in Chinese
medicine!”Professor Xu also stood up and pointed at Professor Hua angrily,
“Look at what your apprentice bar patient has become!”



“Professor Xu, what do you mean, the efficacy of the Xuanjiu needle is
recognized by many people!”Professor Hua also had an angry look on his
face.

Offstage, many doctors were also learning the Xuanjiu Needle, but the results
of using the Xuanjiu Needle were naturally different depending on each
person’s talent.

Many people who could not learn at all, or who had not learned the art, began
to doubt the authenticity of the Genjiu Needle.

“Professor Hua, I also feel like the Xuanjiu needle is like a fraud, it’s simply
claptrap!”

“Yes, if this acupuncture method is effective, why hasn’t it been passed down,
Professor Hua, you can’t lead our TCM down a crooked path!”

A lot of people who couldn’t learn the Gen 9 needle started expressing their
discontent!

Faced with these questioning voices, Professor Hua looked embarrassed.

He also couldn’t prove that the Xuanjiu Needle really worked, after all,
everyone learned differently!

“Lin Feng, quickly look at that patient!”At this time, Professor Li suddenly said
to Lin Feng.

Jiao Yuchun looked embarrassed, arguing incessantly, “Professor Li, it’s too
arbitrary to say that the patient’s sudden condition has something to do with
me right now, let’s not talk about whether the Xuanjiu needle is effective or
not, at least no patient has been aggravated by the Xuanjiu needle yet!”

His words are reasonable, but few people want to believe them anymore.



Chapter 265
“Moderator, do you still want Dr. Jiao to treat this patient?This is a matter of
human life and death, can you afford to pay for it if something really
happens?”With a sneer, Professor Lee addressed the host.

The host at this time also looked very embarrassed and frowned at Jiao
Yuchun, “Dr. Jiao, it’s better to teach the patient to Dr. Lin!”

Hearing the words of Professor Li and the host, Jiao Yuchun turned even
uglier and turned her head to look over at Haoden Ye.

As it happened, at this time, Haoden Ye had already completed his diagnosis.

Sensing his gaze, Haoden Ye slowly stood up, his face filled with anger.

“He had thought the patient really had an accident, but the diagnosis came as
a shock.”

The eyes slowly scanned the week, “This patient’s sudden condition has
nothing to do with Dr. Jiao, he was poisoned!”Haoden Ye’s voice rang out
without a hitch.

The whole place was shocked by this statement!

“What do you mean, Dr. Yap, are you saying that we poisoned this patient?”At
the news, the host had a look of aggravation on his face and asked a direct
retort.

Many doctors under the stage also filled up with indignation, Haoden Ye is
clearly wronging them Spiritual Medicine Hall!



Jiao Yuchun also looked surprised and said to Haoden Ye, “Doctor Ye, are
you sure?”

With a cold smile, Haoden Ye turned his head to look at Lin Feng, “Of course
I’m sure, and I’m also sure that the needle that Dr. Jiao used was poisonous!”

This sentence exit, the host was completely angry, he glared at Haoden Ye,
“Outrageous, our needles are uniformly sterilized, I am personally responsible
for this, are you accusing me of poisoning the patient?”

At this time, Professor Li and Lin Feng on stage were surprised and had a
look of indignation on their faces at the same time.

“How outrageous, if we can’t cure the patient, we’ll say we poisoned him, I
never thought there would be such a shameless person!”Lin Feng was
furious.

“Quickly separate him from the patient, so he doesn’t continue to screw the
patient!”Professor Li was afraid that Haoden Ye would acupuncture the patient
and hurried.

“Oh, I can tolerate it if you want to wrongfully accuse Dr. Jiao, but you
shouldn’t joke with the patient’s life!”Haoden Ye sneered and pulled out his
silver needle.

“No, he’s going to kill the patient and destroy the evidence!”Dr. Li was
shocked at the situation, he didn’t want Haoden Ye to cure the patient, if he
did, their plan would be ruined.

The host beside him was also considered to be quick to react, and when he
heard Professor Li’s words, he instantly reacted and then quickly ran over to
Haoden Ye.



However, Haoden Ye was even faster, and now Haoden Ye had already made
his move!

In the midst of everyone’s gaze, Haoden Ye, from a distance, poked out his
two fingers and a silver needle was inserted into the patient’s body.

As if pointing through the air, his hands flipped, and in less than three
seconds, three silver needles had been inserted into the patient’s body.

Everyone looked at his actions, all forgetting that they had to stop Ye Chen
just now, and they all looked surprised.

What is this, a point?!!!!

Many people couldn’t help but reveal funny looks, no one had ever heard of
acupuncture methods from such a distance.

However, at this time, the patient who had just fallen to the ground and was
dying, actually began to recover his color.

Not only that, his face seemed to be even more full of blood, where he was
still half-dead.

The whole place is in shock!

Everyone was looking at that patient in disbelief!

Professor Li and Lin Feng had seen the power of the Xuanjiu needle, but even
if Professor Hua were to administer the needle, it would take at least three
minutes.

They had already planned not to give Haoden Ye more than a minute, who
would have thought that he would take less than three seconds!



“How are you feeling, this patient?”Before the host reached Ye Chen, he saw
that the patient had improved and immediately ran to the patient and hurriedly
inquired about the patient’s condition.

The patient checked himself and shook his head, “I feel better and I don’t
have the panic attacks I used to have, am I good?”

He had just been on the verge of death, but now the sudden recovery had left
him a bit unresponsive, his face a stunned look.

Boom!

Everyone made exclamatory noises, and those doctors who thought they
were talented and very good at learning the Xuanjiu needle were
dumbfounded.

It only took three seconds for him to treat the patient using the Genjiu Needle!

Without unnecessary words, Haoden Ye walked up to the patient and
removed the needles from the patient’s body, then went to Jiao Yuchun and
said, “Doctor Jiao, can I see your needles!”

Jiao Yuchun came back to his senses and took out his needle, but as far as
his eyes could see, he saw a faint black glow on the needle.

“It really is poisonous!”Seeing the color of the silver needles, Jiao Yuchun’s
face changed completely, someone had actually poisoned his needles!

“What’s going on here!”Jiao Yuchun became furious and glared at the host.

At this time, the people off stage also saw the situation clearly and showed a
look of disbelief.



Isn’t it blatantly harmful to poison a doctor’s needle?

The host was now dumbfounded, it was true that he had personally
supervised the sterilization of the needles, but who would have thought that
someone would poison them!

The host’s head was spinning, and he instantly remembered that it was the
same silver needle that Lee had access to that he had sterilized.

“Go call Bruce over!”The host was also very angry.

“Haha, since the patient is well, let’s forget about it, it should be because Dr.
Jiao wasn’t paying attention and let his needles get infected with the toxic
substance, I think we should forget about it!”At this time, Professor Lee
suddenly stood up and laughed.

No one had paid attention to him when he didn’t speak, so it was immediately
strange when he opened his mouth.

When the patient was half-dead just now, he had immediately accused Jiao
Yuchun of leading others to suspect Xuan Jiuzhen, and now he was excusing
a person who could have poisoned him?

“Professor Li, why are you in such a hurry to excuse someone else, could it be
that this matter has something to do with you?”Professor Hua’s eyes narrowed
and he turned his head to look over at Professor Li.

Professor Li turned white and turned his head to look angrily at Professor
Hua: “Professor Hua, don’t talk nonsense, when did I justify someone else, I
just said that Li Gui had no reason to poison!”

“Li Gui?”The host frowned and looked at Professor Li in confusion, “Professor
Li, there are more than twenty volunteers for this competition, how come as
soon as I say Little Li, you know I’m talking about Li Gui?”



This time, Professor Li’s face changed completely.

In fact, he was in a hurry to absolve himself, but he was also afraid that Li Gui
would give himself up, and he never expected that being in a hurry would spoil
things.

Professor Lee turned red and very embarrassed.

Soon, Li Gui was called over by two doctors who still didn’t know what was
going on here.

“Li Gui, did Professor Li ask you to poison Dr. Jiao’s needles?”As soon as the
host saw him, he questioned angrily.

He didn’t say who had asked Li Gui to poison him so that Li Gui would know
that he didn’t know much, and asking in this way must have made Li Gui very
panicked.

As expected, Li Gui’s face went white as soon as he heard his words and
quickly said, “Doctor Ma, I didn’t do it on purpose, it was Professor Li who
made me do it!”
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“Li Gui, don’t you talk nonsense!”Professor Li looked at Li Gui in a stern voice:
“You slander, be careful I’ll sue you!”

In the end, Li Gui was an ordinary little doctor, and was still scared to death by
him scolding him so much.

“Li Gui, you know you’re guilty of murder and can be sentenced to many
years!”Haoden Ye suddenly said at this time.



He hated Professor Li so much that he ordered the poisoning of Jiao Yuchun’s
needles!

If he hadn’t been there, this patient would probably have died.

How dark must the heart of a doctor who treats his patients this way be?

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Li Gui had a shiver and began to ponder in his
heart.

A good man who could do such a thing?He’s got his own interests at heart!

“Doctors, it was Professor Lee who ordered me to do this!He wants Dr. Jiao to
lose his reputation and have Professor Hua fired from the Spiritual Medicine
Hall!”Li Gui made a decision to the crowd.

Boom!It’s chaos up and down the stage!

“You… you…” professor Li pointed at Li Gui, his face red with anger.

With his status as one of the pillars of the Spiritual Medicine Hall, he couldn’t
even suppress a small doctor.

So what if I go to jail?You’ll be out in a few years if you’re on your own, right?

“Li Chong Hua, what the hell do you mean!”Professor Hua was also red with
anger, standing up with a thump on the table and pointing at Professor Li.

“Professor Hua, don’t listen to him accuse me unjustly, I didn’t order him at
all!”Professor Lee also wanted to explain.

However, everyone was already suspicious just now, so what’s the point of
him explaining it like that?



“Master, I never thought you’d be this kind of person!I was so wrong about
you!”Lin Feng, who had been silent, suddenly spoke up.

Hearing his words, Professor Li was shaken!

Lin Feng was leaving him out of it, and he was able to do such a thing.

Many people here still felt that Lin Feng had a good character and praised Lin
Feng for being able to be profoundly righteous.

“It’s not you yet… “Professor Li was shivering with anger, if it wasn’t for Lin
Feng’s request, why would he have gone to fix Jiao Yuchun?

Yet did he dare to say these words?

Remembering the dreadfulness of the Lin family, he slowly closed his mouth.

“Let the police arrest him, such a man should go to jail!”

“How dare you poison a patient, such people don’t deserve to be doctors!”

There was a chorus of voices from the stage, and the police arrived just at
that moment.

According to Li Gui’s confession, Professor Li was one of the suspects, so he
was to be taken away by the police.

And there was no doubt that Jiao Yuchun had won this match.

Everyone present, also TCM had seen the healing effects of the Xuanjiu
needles.



When the game was over, almost all the doctors didn’t want to stay long and
rushed back.

They still had to try the alchemy method that Haoden Ye had just described!

Inside Professor Hua’s office, Professor Hua sat in his office chair with a
sobbing face and said, “Hey, I never thought Professor Li would do such a
thing to defeat me!”

“This kind of person doesn’t deserve to be a doctor at all, good thing Haoden
Ye is here today, we can dismantle his true face!”Jiao Yuchun looked
resentful.

“Yeah, if it wasn’t for this Dr. Ye being here, it would have been Professor Hua
who was taken away by the police today!”Professor Zhang had the best
relationship with Professor Hua, so he stayed too.

He also knew a little bit about Haoden Ye’s identity, and being one of the
pillars of North China, Professor Zhang and Professor Hua had nothing to talk
about.

“The three of you are very kind, Professor Li won’t be able to stay in the
Spiritual Medicine Hall now, and the law won’t spare him, my main concern
now is Lin Feng!”Haoden Ye smiled politely at the three people.

“That’s right, this Lin Feng is a very shady person, this time his master was
torn apart and jailed by us, he will definitely deal with us again!”Jiao Yuchun
was also filled with worry.

“I think you guys are worrying over nothing, although the Lin family is the
number one family in Huaxia, there is a clear hierarchy within the family, Lin
Feng is just a sidekick of the Lin family, besides having money, there is
actually limited power that can be mobilized!”At this time, Lin Xiang, who did
not say a word, suddenly said.



The crowd looked surprised at the news.

“Is this Miss Lin also a member of the Lin family?”Professor Hua suddenly
thought that Lin cheng is also surnamed Lin, so could he be related to the Lin
family?

Haoden Ye vaguely guessed that Lin Xiang was a member of the Lin family,
but he didn’t know what her status was in the Lin family.

“I’m just a minor figure in the Lin family’s side of the family, I know a little bit
about the Lin family!”Lin Xiang smiled superficially.

She had just opened her mouth to relieve a few doctors of their doubts.

Of course, there was also a desire to uphold the Lin family’s reputation.

A scum like Lin Feng, who acted recklessly outside the Lin family, but made
people think that the Lin family was bullying people.

Every family has good guys and bad guys, and even the Hongs are divided
into factions within them, so you can’t generalize.

For example, the dispute between her master and her father cannot be said to
make her father a bad man or her master a good man.

The difference of opinion between two people creates a disagreement.

She worshipped Figmen Lin as her teacher, not without a reason to bond from
the middle.

In fact, if he hadn’t been Lin’s apprentice, his father might have done
something to his master long ago, so could that make him a bad person?



But to an outsider, hearing that she was a member of the Lin family still made
the few doctors present look respectful.

“So it’s Miss Lin’s family, how disrespectful!”Professor Hua quickly stood up
and said politely to Lin cheerfully.

Professor Zhang didn’t dare to sit down either, while Jiao Yuchun looked at Lin
Xiang in surprise.

I never thought that the little girl that I had to flirt with every time I went to
Haoden Ye’s store would be a member of the Lin family!

How did an ordinary little doctor like Haoden Ye get involved with the Lin
family?

“You guys don’t have to be polite, I said I’m just a side door of the Lin family, if
you really take me as a character, you’d better help me hide my identity, after
all, the Lin family works for someone else, it’s not good to spread the
word!”Lin cheerfully smiles and cheers.

Several people nodded and began to admire the Lin family in their hearts.

In the end, it is a big family that has been inherited for hundreds of years, and
the vision is unique.

They must have first seen that Haoden Ye was not a simple person, so they
sent a little girl over to get closer to Haoden Ye.

The various family legends that were associated with this made the matter of
Lin Xiang staying by Haoden Ye’s side even more treacherous.

But none of these things are for them to ask about!



After a few polite words, Haoden Ye and Lin cheerfully left the Spiritual Herb
Hall.

As they excepted the door of the Spiritual Herb Hall, a pair of eyes stared hard
at them.

“Young Master, Professor Li is definitely going in this time, should we send
someone to take care of him inside!”A gray-haired old man said to Lin Feng,
who was sitting in the car.

“No!”Lin Feng looked at Haoden Ye and Lin cheng and smiled disdainfully at
the corners of his mouth, “That old man has nothing left to teach me, so let
him fend for himself!”
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“Young Master, Professor Li has many connections in the medical world and is
a very famous doctor in the capital, Young Master should save Professor
Li!”The old man frowned.

“Huh?By virtue of my Lin family’s sign, who wouldn’t rush to stammer, the one
surnamed Li has already been ruined, what’s the use of his previous
relationship?”With a disdainful sneer, Lin Feng shook his head.

The old man looked unconcerned and shook his head and sighed.

“Lin Feng?”Inside the Lin family villa, Figmen Lin put down the book in his
hands and frowned.

The Foresters have very many backs, most of which are largely forgotten
when they are out of the center of power.



They were making waves out there, but the Lin family didn’t take them
seriously at all, so even Lin’s old man had to think for a while before he
remembered this one.

“I thought he stayed in Bliss as I recall?”

“He’ll already be in Kyoto!”Behind Figmen Lin, Lin cheerfully poured a cup of
tea and handed it to Figmen Lin.

“Just a side door, when did the Lin family ever think of them except when they
were taking the blame!”Figmen Lin took a sip of tea, tasted it, and suddenly
smiled, “After all these years, it’s still the tea you brewed that’s most to my
liking, the other people brewed it, either the temperature doesn’t work, or the
tea leaves didn’t disperse, it’s too astringent!”

For the forest family, the side door had another use for taking the blame.

Once the Lynx commits some transgression, or the people at the top
strategically violate some law, they will definitely pull a side door out to take
the fall.

Of course, for these side doors, the Lin family’s compensation was very rich.

It’s one way for such a large family to maintain their existence!

With a sip and a smile, Lin Xiang said, “Lin Feng came to Dan City this time
and had a conflict with Haoden Ye, so I guess he’ll take action against Haoden
Ye next!”

She thought for a moment and frowned, “Do you want me to help Haoden Ye
out!”



“Oh, there’s no need for you to do anything, just a word from you…” said
Figmen Lin, suddenly turning his head to look deeply at Lin Xiang, “Yu Mo,
you…Is it a love affair with him!”

Her delicate body trembled slightly, and Lin Yao’s pretty face blushed as she
coquettishly said, “Master!What are you talking about, I, Lin Yumo, am rich in
experience and haven’t seen any men, how could I have feelings for a loser
like him!”

Lin gave her a deep look, his eyes shining with some warmth, but it quickly
disappeared.

“Oh, you young people’s affairs, Master doesn’t want to interfere, this person
is carrying a different treasure and cannot be deduced by common sense, you
can consider it!”Figmen Lin took a deep breath, a pensive look on his face.

“Then… then I’ll go and tell my family to keep Lin Feng honest!”Lin Xiang
carefully looked at his master and glutinously said.

“No!You don’t want to help with this matter, instead… you’ll have to have
people help you create momentum, just say that Haoden Ye has offended the
Lin family!”Figmen Lin’s eyes glittered inside!

“Huh?”Lin Xiang looked at him dumbfoundedly and said, “Master, what are
you doing!That would make it even more likely that Lin Feng wouldn’t stop,
and would probably make the rest of the Lin family take a shot at Haoden
Ye!He’s just a little doctor, and you’re in danger of killing him!”

Figmen Lin’s eyes narrowed, a strange light shining inside them, “Don’t worry,
there is naturally a reason for Master to do this!”

Although Lin Xiang is young, she was born in the first family of China, so she
is naturally not an ordinary person who can compare to other people.



But with her mind, it was hard for her to guess Lin’s reason for doing so.

On the one hand to train Haoden Ye, and on the other hand to try to harm him,
what is Master doing?

In the Spiritual Medicine Hall Medicine Conference, after Haoden Ye spoke
out his alchemy method, many doctors began to try it at home.

Depending on each person’s talent, the effects of the pills they made were
different, but the worst would be no worse than the most effective migraine
treatment remedy available today, so the alchemy craze began to fill up in
Dan City.

For several days, the threshold of the Spiritual Medicine Hall was about to be
breached, and many doctors came to the hall, wanting to ask Professor Hua
and Jiao Yuchun about other secret alchemy recipes.

At this time, Haoden Ye’s first batch of Jade Dew Pills were also on sale.

After negotiations, the price of the Jade Dew Pill was finally set at twenty-five
thousand per pill.

However, even at this high price, less than an hour or two after the pills began
to be sold, all the pills were snapped up.

Due to the chain reaction, aphrodisiacs, which previously sold in low volumes,
are also selling like hot cakes.

Even on the black market, the price of the Jade Dew Pill was flipped to
seventy to eighty thousand a piece.

Based on his own profits, Haoden Ye also raised the purchase price of the
rock flowers, so that the village people made more.



However, compared to the unprecedented prosperity of the Spiritual Medicine
Hall, business on Haoden Ye’s side was much bleaker.

Because no one at all knew that he also sold the Jade Dew Pill, and even if
someone saw it occasionally, they wouldn’t believe it was true.

The next day, there are many fake drugs on sale in the market, there are
many “Wang Luwan”, “Yu Lujiu” and other herbs for sale, the packaging is the
packaging of the Yu Luwan, the name looks similar, without careful
identification, you can not see the difference.

Except for a few good friends, no one knew that what Haoden Ye was selling
was the real Yulu Pill.

At noon on this day, Haoden Ye and Lin cheng were brushing Weibo when
their father-in-law, Robert Shen, walked into the pharmacy with some friends.

“Oh, this is my son-in-law’s pharmacy, how about you all take a look!”

These two days, Robert Shen had also heard about the big sale of the
Spiritual Medicine Hall Jade Dew Pills, making him feel very proud of himself.

In particular, he was clear that the Jade Dew Pill was still developed by
Haoden Ye himself.

Of course, he couldn’t resist selling out, so he asked some of his best friends
to come to Haoden Ye’s pharmacy to check it out and buy some Yu Luo pills
back.

However, it was only when they arrived at the entrance of the pharmacy and
saw the dismal business here that Robert could not help but frown.

“Professor Shen is not joking, you said your son-in-law sells jade dew pills,
why is there not a single person in front of the pharmacy, don’t you know how



well the jade dew pills are selling now?”Professor Zhang Jiabin Zhang, who
had always been on par with Professor Shen academically, laughed derisively.

Several other people also saw the dismal state of the pharmacy and frowned.

“Yeah, now that you can buy the Jade Dew Pill from the Spiritual Medicine
Hall and go out and resell it, you can sell it for almost a hundred thousand,
and the Spiritual Medicine Hall has started to stop controlling it, so it won’t sell
it unless you have a prescription!”Another professor, Shen Binfei, also said.

They didn’t mean any harm, but it was just a joke between good friends
squeezing each other.

Don’t look at them in front of people with a straight face, but in private chatting
as if they were talking in a comic book, to squeeze each other to death.
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Robert Shen looked a little embarrassed and smiled dryly, “It should be that
the Jade Dew Pills are sold out, let’s go in and take a look!”Inwardly, I
wondered, “Did Haoden Ye lie to us?”

“Dad!What are you doing here!”Seeing Robert Shen bring people, Haoden Ye
quickly got up to greet them.

“I’m bringing some of my colleagues over to your place!”When Robert Shen
sweeps his eyes around the store, who is there except Lin cheng?

“You’re doing so well here, selling out of medicine so quickly!”Robert Shen
chuckled, and took a special look at his colleague as he said it.

Robert Shen did not want to lose face in front of his colleagues, and a look at
the situation, the pills should be sold out, so a little proud of it.



“Huh?”Haoden Ye quickly shook his head, “Dad you’ve misunderstood!I’m not
even open yet!”

In an instant, Robert Shen’s face pulled down and gave Haoden Ye a fierce
stare, somewhat hateful.”Even if that’s true, you can’t tell the truth, where
does that put his old face.”

And Shen Binfei a few people couldn’t help but secretly laugh, if they really
were selling Yulu pills, how could there not be a single customer.

Robert Shen’s face was very ugly and glared at Haoden Ye, “Haoden Ye,
whether your business makes money or not Dad doesn’t force it, how can you
lie to Dad!”

Haoden Ye sounded confused and looked at Robert Shen in wonder.

Shen Binfei saw that Robert Shen couldn’t hang on to his face, and quickly
smiled, “Professor Shen, don’t be angry, I think Haoden Ye also lied to you
that they sell jade dew pills here just to make you happy!”

Robert Shen looked even more ugly, but Haoden Ye listened with a puzzled
face, “I’m just selling the Jade Dew Pills!”

“Haha, Yeh, don’t lie to your father-in-law!Selling Jade Dew Pills and your
business here is still so bad!”Shen Binfei laughed and scolded him, whirling
around to realize that his words seemed to be a bit mocking, and quickly
changed his words, “I mean, what you’re selling here should be the Wang Lu
Pills!”

Haoden Ye had also heard of this kind of counterfeit, and quickly shook his
head at the news, “What I’m selling is the real Jade Dew Pill, just like the one
from Spiritual Medicine Hall!”



The few people in Shen Binfei certainly didn’t believe what they heard, and
couldn’t help but snicker at the sound of another laugh.

And after Robert Shen was furious, he calmed down.

Haoden Ye was the one who took the Jade Dew Pill home to them, he ate it
with good results, at that time there were no Jade Dew Pills for sale!

“Haoden Ye, hurry up and bring the jade dew pills you sell to give a few elders
a taste!”Robert Shen had to say that in order to prove Haoden Ye’s innocence.

“Haha, Professor Shen, you can’t be serious, the Jade Dew Pill is a medicine
of seventy to eighty thousand in the market, even if Haoden Ye really sells it,
he wouldn’t dare to bring it to us to taste it!”Shen Binfei chuckled.

That’s right, even the entry price of the Jade Dew Pill was at least twenty-five
thousand, and there were nearly five or six of them, that’s nearly a hundred
thousand!

Robert Shen said so, and they were even less convinced that Haoden Ye was
really selling Jade Dew Pills.

“Well then, cheerful, you go to those jade dew pills and give these uncles of
mine a taste!”Haoden Ye also realized that a few people had misunderstood
him and quickly told little cheerfulness.

He sounded very casual, like he was saying something worthless.

“Haha, no, I wouldn’t dare eat it even if you did bring it!”Zhang Jiabin quickly
waved his hand.

A few other professors followed suit, shaking their heads, and Robert Shen
grew increasingly ugly.



Just then, a car suddenly stopped in front of the door and a figure got out of
the car.

“Dr. Jiao!”As soon as the man entered, several professors recognized him as
Jiao Yuchun.

At this time, Jiao Yuchun’s face was pale, as soon as she entered the door
she simply ignored a few people and walked directly to Haoden Ye, “Doctor
Ye, I’ll tell you one thing, you must come with me!”

Looking at the two men who should be very familiar with each other, several
professors stared.

They didn’t expect that Haoden Ye knew Jiao Yuchun.

“Dr. Jiao, I’m entertaining guests, let’s talk later if there’s anything to be
said!”Haoden Ye quickly shook his head.

A few professors listened and stared again, Haoden Ye was talking to Jiao
Yuchun like this in order to entertain them.

You know, Jiao Yuchun is Professor Hua’s bottom line, how many giants in
Dan City wanted to hire him but couldn’t!

And I heard that in the last Spiritual Medicine Hall Younger Generation
Competition, Jiao Yuchun easily got the top prize.

Also, the alchemy technique that was gradually gaining momentum was
advocated by Jiao Yuchun, and there were rumors that he was the only one
who knew how to do it.

Of course, outsiders didn’t know that the one who taught the alchemy
technique was Haoden Ye, and that day Haoden Ye spoke the alchemy



technique as Jiao Yuchun’s main force, so other people also found Jiao
Yuchun powerful by blackmail.

“If you guys have things to talk about, just go ahead and entertain us
later!”Robert Shen was beaming with pride at this point.

I couldn’t explain it just now, but I don’t have to explain it now.

Haoden Ye and Jiao Yuchun were so close, how could the Jade Dew Pill sold
be fake.

“Oh, looking at how close Little Leaf relationship is with Dr. Jiao, the jade dew
pills being sold must not be fake!”Robert Shen was afraid that his colleague
still didn’t believe him, so he even smiled.

“Of course it’s not fake, our Spiritual Medicine Hall gets its Jade Dew Pills
from Dr. Ye!What, do you still suspect Dr. Ye of lying?”Jiao Yuchun looked
puzzled.

Hearing his words, Robert Shen and the others were all directly stunned.

The Spiritual Medicine Hall is the number one old Chinese medicine shop in
Huaxia, and they have to buy from others?

For a moment, several old professors were unable to react.

“Oh, of course I believe Yeh, it’s just that a few of my colleagues don’t, so if
you have something to say, hurry inside!”Robert Shen smiled in satisfaction
and waved his hand at Jiao Yuchun.

Jiao Yuchun nodded and pulled Haoden Ye to the alchemy room.



And then, several old professors who had returned to their senses ran to Lin
cheerfully.

With their income, it’s like a pill to take a jade dew pill once, but you can’t miss
the opportunity!

Haoden Ye was pulled to the back of the alchemy room by Jiao Yuchun in
bewilderment, and Irina was startled, “What’s the matter?Why are you in such
a hurry!”

At the place where no one was, Jiao Yuchun looked even more ugly.

“You haven’t heard?Now there are rumors out there that you’ve offended the
Lin family, and the Lin family is looking for an opportunity to screw you!”Jiao
Yuchun hurriedly said.

Hearing this, Haoden Ye was also dumbfounded.

Didn’t he help Jiao Yuchun beat Lin Feng in the competition?

Did that offend Lin Feng?

And he was wearing makeup that day, how could Lin Feng know who he was!

“What the hell is going on!”Haoden Ye frowned.

“I don’t know, but I’m guessing this person is probably Lin Feng, anyway
you’ve been a little more careful lately!”Jiao Yuchun looked grave.

Haoden Ye was unconcerned, it was just offending the Lin family, and they
could still openly kill themselves.



He said carelessly, “I don’t think the Lin family would dare to do anything to
me!”

Chapter 269
“Are you really stupid or fake stupid, if you offend the Lin family, do you still
have a good life?”Jiao Yuchun rolled her eyes and looked a little angry!

Hearing him say that, Haoden Ye did start to worry.

However, he didn’t regret that he had helped Jiao Yuchun punish Lin Feng, so
he didn’t have any regrets about this matter either.

And after helping Jiao Yuchun that day, he obtained a purple bubble, which
showed that he was doing a good thing and the reward was still huge.

“You don’t have to worry, the Lin family is such a big family, why would they
deliberately get on my bad side?”Haoden Ye didn’t care.

“My Divine Doctor Ye, take care of yourself, the Lin family is the number one
family in Huaxia, you are a superb doctor, but you are nothing in their
eyes!”Jiao Yuchun smiled bitterly.

“Okay, I know all about it, I’ll be careful, thank you Dr. Jiao!”Haoden Ye quickly
expressed his thanks.

Seeing that he still wasn’t nervous at all, Jiao Yuchun smiled bitterly.

The two of them came out of the alchemy room, where several professors had
already eaten the Jade Dew Pill and were relishing the effects of the medicine
they had just taken.



“Haha, Haoden Ye this medicine works really well, I’ve been smoking for over
ten years and my breathing has been bad, after taking your medicine, I feel
like I can breathe a lot easier!”Zhang Jiabin said with a sigh on his face.

“Yeah, I felt it was a bit expensive before, but after taking it I realized it’s not
even expensive to sell for 100,000, I just took your medicine and my tired
phlegm in my lungs for a few years got better!”Shen Binfei also said.

“Oh, the Spiritual Medicine Hall sells for twenty-five thousand, we don’t have
much money with us, how about we give you ten thousand each
first?”Professor Sima waited for the crowd to finish before smiling.

Upon hearing this, Haoden Ye quickly waved his hand and said, “Several of
you are friends of my father-in-law, how can you still have the nerve to charge
money for this little bit of medicine, I can’t sell it here anyway, so just give it to
your elders!”

A few people got embarrassed when they heard, it was nearly 100,000 yuan,
and Haoden Ye said that he would give it away.

Robert Shen just heard a few colleagues praise Haoden Ye’s medicine, is
secretly proud of it, at this time heard Haoden Ye said no money, heart quietly
nodded.

“Looks like Yeh is still good at being a human being!”

His son-in-law had become a genius and was doing things in such a
measured way that he had glory on his face.

“How can I say this, your medicine is so effective, the cost must not be low, at
least we have to give you a cost price!”Shen Binfei quickly shook her head.

They didn’t like to take advantage of others, especially juniors like Haoden Ye.



“Don’t be polite, Haoden Ye has made quite a bit of money working with the
Spiritual Medicine Hall, not bad for you guys!”Robert Shen was immediately
generous.

Haoden Ye also nodded along, “A few elders are my father’s colleagues, so
don’t be polite to me!”

Robert Shen had said so, and it would be preposterous for them to give any
more money, and they thanked him gratefully.

Of course, they didn’t forget about Jiao Yuchun, and after a few polite words
with Haoden Ye, they pulled Jiao Yuchun along and started chatting.

Haoden Ye and the others can see it every day, but Jiao Yuchun is a rare
opportunity to see it, a few people will also pull Jiao Yuchun to talk about
wellness.

Seeing that it was getting late, only then did Robert bid farewell to Haoden Ye
and left, saying to Haoden Ye on his way out, “Little Ye, I don’t think your
business here is very good, why don’t I go and give the school some publicity
for you?”

“That won’t be necessary, I don’t expect this pharmacy to make money
anyway!”Haoden Ye hurriedly waved his hand.

He was very satisfied with the present situation in the pharmacy, and if the
store had been full of customers, he would have been too busy to teach Lin
cheng how to make pills.

When Robert Shen saw that he was insistent, he stopped insisting and
abandoned the plan.



Seeing them leave, Jiao Yuchun reminded Haoden Ye once again, “You have
to be careful, there is a limit to how much I can help you, and when we run
into this kind of big family, our Spiritual Medicine Hall has to give in!”

It was only after he left that Lin Xiang stepped forward and asked, “Boss,
what’s up with Dr. Jiao being so panicked!”

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye didn’t say much, but walked to the sofa and sat
down, allowing Lin Xiang to follow suit.

“Little cheerful, you’re from the Lin family, aren’t you!”Haoden Ye didn’t have
any nonsense, directly picking out the words.

“Well, I’m a Lin’s sidekick, so what’s up?”Lin Yao wondered.

“Are you telling the truth?”Haoden Ye’s eyes became profound.

Since she had known Haoden Ye, Lin Xiang had never seen Haoden Ye look
so serious, but she was panicked by him.

However, in just an instant, Lin Xiang came back to his senses and nodded,
“Not bad, I’m just a side door!”

Meeting Haoden Ye’s clear eyes, Lin Xiang actually felt guilty: “Why are you
asking this!”

“An ordinary Lin family sidekick, is that so powerful?”Haoden Ye frowned.

He asked this because he wanted to determine how powerful the Lin family
was, if it was just rich, then he could still handle it.

He had seen Lin cheng’s martial arts that day and thought that it would be
very difficult for him to fight him.



“It looks like I’ll have to use the koi fish to save my life once it’s in
danger!”Haoden Ye sighed in his heart.

Knowing Haoden Ye’s thoughts, Lin Xiang was amused, “Does he think the
Lin family’s way of dealing with him is to use force?He’s too whimsical!”

This matter was not on Haoden Ye’s mind, so a few days passed.

These days father-in-law Robert Shen’s attitude towards Haoden Ye was
much better, a little more concerned than before.

He also reminded Haoden Ye to give some of the Jade Dew Pills to a few of
his relatives, as a way to bring Haoden Ye and his relatives closer together.

Haoden Ye naturally did as he was told, and it wouldn’t take much of the Jade
Dew Pill anyway.

Within a few days, Haoden Ye forgot about the Lin family and moved on to
other things.

That’s what I want you to do… is to get Muah Shum!

After the time for Maya Shen’s great aunt had passed, Haoden Ye proposed
that the two of them try to complete what they hadn’t done before again.

For this, Maya Shen naturally wouldn’t refuse.

However, when things came to a head, Maya Shen suddenly became
nervous.

Girls always thought more about relationships than men, and even though she
was able to fully accept Haoden Ye in her heart, having sex for the first time
still made her very nervous.



Several times Haoden Ye thought it was going to work, but it all ended in the
sound of Maya Shen’s crying.

Haoden Ye loved Maya Shen very much and knew that she was always
nervous, so he stopped embarrassing his wife.

Of course this doesn’t mean that Haoden Ye has given up trying, he’s still
trying to emotionally conquer his wife.

To put it bluntly, the paper creates a little romance to relax Maya Shen’s mood.

However, Haoden Ye, who knew nothing about women, was still
inexperienced in this area ah, the most successful time, two people can
candlelight dinner in the living room, almost about to succeed.

At the critical moment, Robert Shen and his wife returned, leaving the two
men somewhat in the dark.


